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How to
bring hotel
style home
with you
Carol Lewis asks top
designers about the
trend for replicating
luxury decor in a
domestic setting

W

hether it is
the shabby
chic exposed
brick and
wood of
the Soho
Farmhouse
members’
club in the Cotswolds, or the sleek blue
and black urban style of the hip boutique
hotel Le Roch in Paris, homeowners are
seeking to recreate stays away from
home — at home.
Pierre-Yves Rochon, who has designed
the interiors of some of the most
high-profile hotels and restaurants in
the world — the Four Seasons on Park
Lane in London, Hotel George V in
Paris, the Waldorf Astoria in Beverly
Hills — and was responsible for the
Savoy’s £220 million makeover in 2010,
says it is a movement that began
35 years ago with the launch of the first
boutique hotels. Over time, hospitality
and residential design have converged,
with hotels influencing everything from
room layouts to wallpapers in our homes.
“Hotels in the 1920s and 1930s,
including the Savoy and George V, were
palatial and unattainable. In the 1960s
hotels were comfortable, uniform
shoebox rooms with separate bedrooms

Manuela Hamilford’s Soho Farmhouse
style in The Lodge at The Lakes by Yoo
and bathrooms, and minimal decor.
Then we sought to make boutique hotels
more homely. Now the two worlds are
fusing. Hotel design moves with fashion
in the same way as residential design,”
Rochon says.
“When we first opened up bedroom
and bathroom spaces to create suites in
hotels it was solely a hospitality trait.
Now where previously people had a
small bedroom and small bathroom in
their apartments, we are taking walls
down and putting in sliding doors to
create suites,” he says.
Rochon was recently in London to
launch his furniture range, The
Signature Collection, with the luxury
crystal company Lalique.
He says that in his home in Paris he
tries to combine minimalism and
opulence. “Whether it is a hotel,
restaurant or house, the main thing is
to take inspiration from the architecture
of the place.”

Hamilford Design translates Cotswolds country hotel style, with wood and stone
features, in a client’s home at the Lakes by Yoo development in Gloucestershire

Another interior designer who starts
with the architecture is Sarah Lavoine,
who is based in Paris and is known for
the “style it dark” trend of coupling black
and colour — most notably a turquoise
blue called “Bleu Sarah”. She has opened
shops where people can buy the
materials and furniture to recreate her
hotel style at home. The house that she
shares with her husband, the French
actor and singer Marc Lavoine, shows
that she practises what she preaches,
with liberal use of black and colour.
“I always start with volume and
natural light. You look at the
architecture and then get more into
the interior design. I am opening a
shop in an old factory; it is my style,
but I have adapted it to be more
industrial,” she says.
Lavoine dispels any myths about not
using dark colours in small spaces. “I am
in love with black, I am not afraid of
dark colours. I have a TV room at home
that is painted entirely black; it is very
comforting, especially when it is raining
and grey outside. Dark colours definitely
work in small spaces. You can use
a great amount of colour, but not all
over, and use mirrors to help to make
the space look bigger.”
She says that her hotel style is
particularly easy to adapt to a domestic
setting. “I design hotels as if they were
my home. Although if I was to design
your apartment I would be more free
and have more fun. In hotels you have
to buy all the same tiles, use the same
colours and restrict your styles; in
homes you can risk more and go deeper
into a style.”
Price is the main adaptation she has
to make when translating her style for
customers. She says in hotels it is
possible to spend a lot on furniture, and
homebuyers want the same quality they
have seen on their stays away, but at a
more affordable price.
Lavoine’s style is the antithesis of what
Manuela Hamilford’s clients want in
their Cotswold country homes.
Hamilford, who owns the London-based
interior design company Hamilford
Design, says the trend is for the pale,

vintage style found in the Soho
Farmhouse members’ club in Chipping
Norton, Oxfordshire.
“One of the most popular requests at
the moment, particularly among my
clients with second homes at the Lakes
by Yoo, is the Soho Farmhouse look, or
similar. People also mention the Pig
Hotels, the Lime Wood Hotel [in
Hampshire] and Daylesford Organic
Farm’s places [in Gloucestershire] in
their design briefs,” she says.
The signature styles of these places
are stripped weathered woods, exposed
bricks and pipework, and vintage pieces;
it is rapidly becoming the definition of
country style.
“People want to recreate the feeling
they got when they stayed there.

Above: the dining room
in Sarah Lavoine’s
Parisian apartment, in
her trademark black and
colour scheme. Top
right: the colour “Bleu
Sarah” in bedrooms
Lavoine (pictured right)
designed for the hotel
Le Roch, Paris
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However, a style that works in a
two-bedroom hotel suite might be a bit
much across an entire house,” Hamilford
says. “So I implement the feel in certain
areas of the home, but not all.
“For instance, in a house at the lakes I
have decorated the snug and teenagers’
games room in Soho Farmhouse style,
but in the kitchen and living
spaces I have toned it
down by using more
user-friendly materials.
At the Soho
Farmhouse they
might have vintage
wood worktops in
the kitchens, but
reclaimed wood
isn’t easy to keep
clean in a busy
home, so I might
suggest a work surface
in an aged hammered
stone, or bronze rusted
effect, or wood-effect tiles. You
can get ones that look weathered
or aged and can even have old nails
painted in to give the full effect, but
they are more durable and easy to
clean,” she says.
The same can be done in bathrooms,
where new vintage-style pipework and
taps are a better option than the real
thing. “You can buy new carpets that
are already faded and then you just put
in a few vintage things, like an armchair

or lamp, and the look is complete.”
The houses at the Lakes by Yoo are
very modern in design, though
Hamilford says this is no barrier to
adopting the vintage look. “I did one
recently in which we had a blue
Shaker-style kitchen, faded rugs, wide
wood plank floors and a rock fireplace,
but you make it cleaner and
fresher to suit the more
modern style of the
house than you would
in, say, a Daylesford
cottage or the Soho
Farmhouse,”
she says.
The next big
homeware trend
will not, perhaps,
be inspired by the
pared-down
floorboards in a
members’ club or the
deep colours in a boutique
hotel, but the office. Lavoine
has just finished a three-year project
to design L’Oréal’s headquarters. “I think
we will see offices designed more like
homes; everyone spends so much time in
the office, we need to put a little more
life there,” she says. A very similar thing
to what Rochon said when he designed
his first boutique hotel all those years
ago, a move that inspired the present
trend for hotel interior-design styles in
our homes.

teven Saunders is the founding
director of Fabled Studio, which
has designed some of London’s
most beautiful restaurants,
including the Michelin-starred
Restaurant Gordon Ramsay and Dinner
by Heston Blumenthal. Saunders lives in
an Edwardian house in Walthamstow,
east London, with his partner, Caroline,
and their son.
0 Your biggest source of inspiration?
A lot of our projects have a rich
backstory; I often use that for
inspiration. I spend a lot of time
researching the history of a place, what
little threads and narrative we can use.
For example, the decor in Heston
Blumenthal’s restaurant The Fat Duck
was inspired by a hunting lodge.
0 Chintz or minimalism?
Neither; I like maximalism. I prefer
a cabinet of curiosities look and have
lots of interesting collections. Right
now I am collecting Victorian
campaign furniture.
0 Your design essential?
Colour. By adding bold colour to a room
you are bringing in personality.
0 Favourite interior design quick fix?
You can transform a space with the right
lighting, be it statement table lamps or
layers of soft light.
0 The next big interior
design trend?
I am loving terrazzo table tops,
but instead of being made of
stone they are made out of
woodchips. It looks stunning.
0 The design pitfall
to avoid?
Not taking a step back.
Sleep on it and see
if it still sits right
with you.
0 If you could live
in anyone’s house,
whose would it be
(and why)?
Sir John Soane’s
home in Lincoln’s
Inn Fields, central
London. I would
love to spend time

Sir John Soane’s historic house and
museum in Lincoln’s Inn Fields
losing myself in those collections
and paintings.
0 When decorating, what do you
splurge on?
Bespoke furniture and lighting. I designed
a marble and glass dining table, and it’s
the centrepiece of our kitchen.
0 What would you save on?
Marble, funnily enough. There
are some new high-definition
printed porcelains that I buy
instead and you really cannot tell
the difference.
0 Best design advice you
have received?
“A camel is a horse
designed by committee.”
Essentially, do not take
on too many opinions,
so you can maintain
your focus.
0 What is your
favourite thing
about your home?
The pair of marble
fireplaces that are in
our living room.
Molly Fleming
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X Dorset charcoal seven-drawer chest, £805
lauraashley.com

U McGowan
Rutherford
Camden metal
and wood chest
of drawers,
£307.04
houseof
isabella.co.uk
W Camille duck
egg five-drawer
chest, £199
dunelm.com

U Declan
chest of
drawers,
£75
direct.
asda.com

U Jubilee chest
of drawers, £985
oka.com
X Logan industrial
three-drawer chest,
smoked brown, £584.95
westelm.co.uk
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U Panama
chest of
drawers,
£6,600
decorus
furniture.
co.uk

X Berlin four-drawer chest, £1,999.99
uk.jonathanadler.com

U Eichholtz
Chest Brunel,
£2,395
sweetpeaand
willow.com

